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ABSTRACT: A brittle aggregate composite such as portland cement 
concrete or mortar is modeled in two dimensions as a system of 
perfectly rigid particles of various sizes separated by interface layers 
that are characterized hy a given force-displacement relation for the 
normal and tangential components. The force-displacement relation 
exhihits for the normal component a tensile strength limit followed hy a 
sudden drop of force to zero. The system of rigid particles is generated 
randomly. The particles arc not allowed to overlap and are generally not 
in contact; however. when the distance hetween the particles is less than 
a certain limit, a deformahle interface layer is introduced. Numerical 
simulation of a fracture specimen with a notch shows that the fracture 
front consists of an irregular band of interparticle cracks the width of 
which is ahout three maximum particle sizes. The interparticle cracks 
remain continuous and do not coalesce into a continuous line fracture 
until the deformation is very large. The load-displacement relation 
exhihits gradual softening after the peak force. with a rapid force 
decrease followed by a long tail of slowly decreasing force. These 
features qualitatively agree with observations of concrete. 

INTRODUCTION 

As transpired from recent researches, failure due to distributed damage 
such as cracking cannot be adequately modeled in a continuum manner 
using the usual, local continuum approach (Bazant 1986). This approach is 
incapable of describing the fact that the heterogeneity of the microstruc
ture prevents the localization of damage into regions that are not sum
ciently large compared to the inhomogeneity size. There are two ways to 
avoid this shortcoming: (I) Use a discrete rather than continuum model 
which directly simulates the microstructure; or (2) use a non local contin
uum in which the continuum stress at a point depends not only on the 
strain at that same point but also on the strain distribution over a certain 
characteristic neighborhood of the point. While the latter approach, 
pursued in several recent works (Bazant and Oh 1983; Bazant et al. 1984; 
Bazant 1984; 1985; Bazant and Chang 19X7), seems suitable for the analysis 
of large structures, the former approach, consisting of microstructure 
simulation, may reflect the material behavior more realistically. One type 
of such microstructural simulation will be presented in this study. 

We will model concrete in two dimensions as a random arrangement of 
perfectly rigid particles separated by deformable interface layers that are 
characterized hy force-displacement relations. This type of simulation of 
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the behavior or com.:rete was recently proposeJ hy Zlibelewicz (19X() for 
the purpose of Jetermining inelastic triaxial stress-strain relations, and was 
extended by Zlibelewicz (1983) and Zubelewicz and Mr6z (1983). In the 
present work, the idea is developed for concrete fracture. Our approach is 
similar to that previously formulated by Cundall (1971, 1978) and Cundall 
and Strack (1979) for loose granular solids such as sand, known as the 
distinct-clement method. In Cundall's method, whose elementary idea had 
previously heen suggested in the works of Serrano (197]) and Rodriguez
Ortiz (1974) and had also been indepenJently introduced by Kawai (1980), 
the loose granular solid was modeled in two dimensions as a system of 
perfectly rigid circular discs (particles) which interact by contacts charac
terized hy Coulomb friction law. In the present work, in which the concept 
is extended to concrete, the frictional interaction is replaced by a force
displacement relation with a tensile strength limit, and the rigid circular 
discs are replaced by rigid particles whose interfaces with the neighboring 
particles do not lie on a circle but on a polygon of arbitrary irregular shape. 
Random irregularity of the particle shape seems to be important for correct 
simulation of distributed cracking in a cementitious aggregate composite. 
Extension of Cundall's distinct-clement method to the study ofmicrostruc
ture and crack-growth in geomaterials with finite interfacial tensile strength 
was previously proposed by Plesha and Aifantis (1983). 

Two-DIMENSIONAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Concrete is a composite material consisting of hard inclusions-the 
aggregate pieces, embedded in a softer matrix-the mortar. We model the 
material as a system of perfectly rigid particles (elements) interacting at 
interface points according to a given force-displacement relation. Similarly 
10 Cundall, we generate the system by starting with an array of N perfectly 
rigid circular discs of radii Ii (i = 1,2, ... N). These discs are randomly 
generated in such a manner that they can never overlap and do not have to 
contact any neighboring particle. Each particle is imagined to be sur
rounded hy an annular influence lOne of radius Ri = J3 /.i, where J3 = an 
empirical coellicient greater than one, chosen in the present simulation as 
f3 =: 1.2. Many of such influence zones obviously intersect, and each 
straight-line interface connecting the two intersection points of the inter
secting circular influence zones is characterized by a center point (Fig. I). 
All the deformation of the interface layer of matrix (mortar) is supposed to 
be concentrated in the interface center and is described by a force
displacement relation. The set of interrace centers defines straight-line 
interfaces which constitute the boundary of the rigid particle, simulating 
the hard aggregate pieces (Fig. I). 

The centers of the rigid particles (distinct clements) arc characterized by 
cartesian coordinates Xi , Yi (i = 1,2, ... ); see Fig. I. The interface centers 
arc numbered as v = 1,2, ... II, and the topological connectivity of the 
particle system is characterized by specifying an integer array that gives 
the number 1I •. (i) of interfaces for each particle number i and another 
integer array that gives all the numbers v(i,k) of the individual interfaces (k 
= 1,2, ... II •. ) belonging to each particle number i. The arrays that give the 
numbers i(v) andj(v) of the two particles interacting at interface number v 
arc also generated. The interface centers are defined by their coordinates 
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FIG. 1. (It and b) Rigid Partlclell (Dlsllnct Elements) with Their Interface Centers 
and Interface Forces; (c and d) Diagrams of Interface (InterpartIcle) Forcell versus 
Normal Displacements 

x, . • )'~ • and the orientation angle n,. of t he line connecting the centers of the 
two neighboring rigid particles (Fig. I). Purtherl11ore. the length A ,. of the 
line segment connecting the intersections of the two influence zone circles 
is tI~ought to repr~sent the effective interface area of the neighboring 
parllcles, amI the dIstance 11,. hetween the adjacent circular discs is thought 
to represent the effective thickness of the interface lOne of the matrix. The 
deformat~ons in our s.imulation are assumed to be so small that the changes 
and rota,tlOns of the IIlterface laye~ and of its thickness arc negligible. 

The dIsplacement components II~ and II:. at the center of particle number 
i, the particle rotation wi. the componenis.li, and.l~ of the force resultant 
through the particle center. and the resulting moment IIli ahout the particle 
center. may be arranged in column matrices as follows: 

u' - { j} -{~E:}"""H" (101 

r' _ {~,} _ { :;,~: }...... ... H.......... (Ibl 

in which V j and pj (j = 1.2 •... 3N) represent the generalized displace
ments and force components in glohal ntlmbering. The relative normal and 
tangential displacements at interface center number \1. and the tensile 
normal and tangential force components at this interface center. may be 
arranged in column matrices: ' 
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VV = {:~} ...................................................................... (2CI) 

QV = {~~} .................................................................... (2b) 

The relative normal and tangential displacements ~,~, v~ at interface 
center number \1 (Fig. 1) may be expressed in terms of the displacements 
at the centers of adjacent particles number i and j as follows: 

{
V;} [COS a

V 

sin a
V 0 ]{U!} [cos a

V 

sin a
V 0] { U:} 

v; = -sin a Y cos a V -cj j - -sin a V cos a V c"j j ...... , (3) 

or vV = - Tivui - TivUi ..................................................... (4) 

w,here a~ = ar = aJ + 'TT [pig. I(a)); cos ai' = -cos a¥, sin ar = -sin aJ; 
T'~ is a (2 x 3) transformation matrix between part ide ; and contact point 
\1, corresponding to angle ~r and radial distance cr . The force and moment 
resultants of all normal and tangential interface forces on particle number 
; may be calculated as 

" , " iv'" v ( r = L.- T Q ................................................................. 5) 
j= I 

where sllperscript T denotes the matrix transpose. The interface center 
number \1 is characterized hy the force-displacement relation 

QV = kvuv ....................................................................... (6a) 

kV == [~~k; ~:J"'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' (6b) 

in which k~ is the stiffness matrix for the contact layer; k~ and k~ are the 
normal and shear stiffnesses of the interface layer; and ~. is a cracking 
parameter. Initially its value is (I,. = I (uncracked state). and after the 
tensile strength limit R. is reached [pig. I(c)/, one may reset (I,. = 0, 
assuming the normal force to drop suddenly. 

The clastic normal and tangential stiffnesses characterizing the interface 
layer number \1 may be assumed to be proportional to the interface area 
A~,i.e. 

k: = EhAv ....................................................................... (7a) 

• 

k; == GAv ....................................................................... (7b) 
Ilv 

ill which ,,~ is the effective thickness of the interface layer; and E and G are 
material constants characterizing the elastic properties of the interface 
layer. The tensile strength of the interface layer must be also proportional 
to the effective interface area A~ , i.e. 

RV = ~v A.I: ................................................................... (8) 
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FIG. 2. Fracture SpecImen ConsIsting of a Array of RIgId PartIcles and TheIr 
Interfaces 

The equilibrium conditions of the rigid particle system, as shown in Fig. 
2, require that r = 0 for all i = 1,2, ... N. This generally represents a 
system of 3N algebraic equations for the displacements increments Uj. 

This equation system is linear unless cracks are forming. The system has 
the form K U = F where K is the assembled global stilTness matrix of the 
system; and .' are the forces associated with U. 

The boundary conditions are most easily implemented as the prescribed 
displacements or prescribed applied forces at the centers of the particles 
located at the boundary of the body. However, it is also possible to use the 
interface centers located at the boundary of the body and implement the 
boundary conditions as the prescribed displacements or the prescribed 
forces at these boundary interface centers. 

The numerical solution is obtained by the secant method in a step-by
step incremental procedure. As long as no cracks are forming, the 
response of the particle system is linearly clastic. characterized by a linear 
load-displacemcnt diagram through thc origin. as shown by any of the 
dashed lines in Fig. 3(1l). Since in our simple version of the interface 
element model we consider no inelastic phenomena other than tensile 
boundary cracking, the appearance of an interface crack merely causes a 
decrease in the clastic stifrness of the system. As long as no further cracks 
form, the system again behaves as linearly clastic. but with a load
displacement diagram whose slope gets smaller and smaller as further 
cracks form; see the sequence of dashed lines in Fig. 3(1l). The response of 
the system to prescribed boundary displacements, characterized by a 
single displacement param~ter 1\', may be calculated by the following 
algorithm: 
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FIG. 3. (8) Load-Displacement Diagram for Fracture Specimen from Fig. 2; (b) 
Corresponding Diagram of Energy Dissipated by Fracturing 

I. Initialize the cracking parameters for all interfaces v as <\>,. = I. 
2. Calculate kV and Tjv for all v and i and assemble the elastic stiffness 

matrix K of the system. Then apply a unit boundary displacement IV = I 
and solve the corresponding values Q~ of all normal interface forces Q~ . 
Then determine the maximum value r of the ratios V;;IR,. (v = 1.2 .... II), 
and the value (or values) v .. of v at which this maximum occurs (or these 
maxima occur). The clastic solution for the current set of interface layer 
stiffnesses is then applicable up to the displacement value IV = IIY. This 
corresponds to one of the dashed straight lines through the origin as shown 
in Fig. 3(0). At displacement IV = IIY. this straight line terminates and 
cracks form at interface number v = vc , after which a sudden stilTness 
reduction and a vertical drop of the applied force [shown by the vertical 
segments in Fig. 3(0)] is assumed. 

3. For the interface center v = v,. reset <\> •. = 0 and return to step 2, 
unless the specified final displacement has been exceeded. 

The shear deformations at the interfaces are considered to be always 
elastic. characterized by the elastic interface shear stilTness k~ (Eq. 6). This 
is certainly a simplification. since cracking also causes a reduction in the 
shear stilTness. However, the reduction might be quite small when the 
crack opening at the interface remains small, which should generally be 
true when the microcracks at the interfaces are discontinuolls. Neverthe
less, fot large crack opening displacements /I~. it would be more realistic 
to consider crack friction and dilatancy. in which case the intelface 
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FIG. 4. Interparticle Forces and Interface Cracks In Specimen from Fig. 2 at First 
Instant of Loading, Corresponding to Point 1 on Load-Displacement Curve from 
Fig. 3(8) (Solid Lines-Forces ExceedIng 80"10 of Strength LImIt; Dashed L1nes-BO"lo; 
and DoHed L1nes-40"lo) 
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FIG. 5. Forces and Cracks as In FIg. 4 at Second Instant of LoadIng, CorrespondIng 
to Point 2 In Fig. 3(8) 

stiffness matrix k" (Eq. 4) would have nonzero off-diagonal terms and 
variable coefficients depending on u~ and II~ histories. 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PROGRESSIVE FRACTURE 

Consider the rectangular notched specimen shown in Fig. 2. The random 
array of particles, obtained from the circles the centers of which are 
marked by points, approximates the typical microstructure of concrete as 
sketched in Fig. 2 according to a photograph of concrete cross section f .. 'om 
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FIG. 7. Forcea and Cracka aaln Fig. 4 at Fourth Inatant of LoadIng, Correapondlng 
to PoInt 4 In Fig. 3{a) 

Palaniswamy and Shah (1975). The specimen is fixed in the normal 
direction at its bottom boundary while its lateral deformations are unin
hibited, and it is subjected at the top boundary to a uniform vertical 
upward displacement IV. 

The fracture specimen, shown in Fig. 2, consists of 264 particles, of 
which 84 are defined by circles of diameter not greater than 0.8 in., 148 not 
greater than 1.2 in., and 32 not greater than 1.6 in. (I in. = 25.4 mm). The 
corresponding volumes of all the particles of each size are 0.055, 0.218, and 
0.084 of the total specimen volume, respectively, the rest being the mortar. 
The influence zone parameter is chosen as ~ = R/rj = constant = 1.2. The 
elastic Young's and shear moduli of mortar in the interface layers (Eq. 6) 
are E = 2.84 X 106 psi, and G = 1.42 X 106 psi. The strength of mortar in 
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In~to"t 5 

FIG. 8. Forces and Cracks as In Fig. 4 at Fifth Instant of Loading, Corresponding to 

Point 5 In Fig. 3(8' 

the interface layer (Eq. 7) is taken as), = 355 psi (I psi = 6,895 Pa; I i~. 
= 25.4 mm), and after the interface stress reaches the strength value, It 
instantly drops to zero. . 

Figs. 4-7 show the magnitudes of interparticle forces and the evolutIOn 
of the system of microcracks as w is increased. The interparticle normal 
forces that exceed 80% of the strength limit of the contact, R~ , are drawn 
as the solid line segments; those which are> 6OO.m but < 80% are drawn as 
the dashed line segments, and those which are> 40% but < 60% are dra":n 
as the dotted line segments. The interface cracks are shown by the sohd 
wavy line segments. Fig. 3«(/) shows the diagram of vertical force resultant 
P of the reactions on the top boundary versus the top boundnry displace
ment w. The secant dashed lines represent the current unloading diagrams 
of the system. These diagrams are straight and pass into the origin because 
no plastic dissipation is assumed to occur in the system. Other~is~, tl~ey 
would pass below the origin. Fig. 3(b) shows the total energy dlsslpatJon 
due to fracturing W' as a function of top boundary displacement 11'. This 
energy is calculated by summing the energy dissipation ,?v~r a!1 t~e 
cracked interfaces. In each cracked interface, the energy (hsslpatJon IS 

given by the area under the normal load-displacement diagram of the 
interface. 

From Fig. 3«(/), we see that after the cracking begins, the maximum load 
remains nearly constant for a few loading steps, then steeply declines at 
increasing displacement, and finally declines mildly toward a zero value. 
The short peak plateau, steep decline, and subsequent long tail of the 
load-deflection diagram are properties which well agree with various 
recent tests of tensile response of concrete in a stin' machine with fast 
servo-control involving a feedback from a displacement gage mounted 
over the cracking portion of the specimen; see Reinhardt and Cornelissen 
(1984), Wittmann (1983), van Mier (1984, 1986), and Ba~ant's review 
(1986). The energy dissipation [Fig. 3(b)] proceeds rapidly right after the 
peak load is reached but then advances very slowly with increasing 
displacement. 
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Figs. 4-8 show the states of interparticle forces and of cracking at 
various instants of loading, marked as 1,2,3,4, and 5 in Fig. 3«(/). In Fig. 4, 
(instant I). corresponding to the pe;tk load at which the cracking just 
beains, we may notice the concentration of high forces near the notch and 
stress-free regions on the sides of the notch. In Fig. 5 (instant 2) the load 
is still about the same, but numerous cracks have formed, the region 
around the notch has been relieved from stres:c;. and the heavily stressed 
reaion shifted forward. In Fig. 6 (instant 3), at which the load is reduced by 
about 40%, we see numerous discontinuou:c; cracks forming ahead of the 
continuous crack, along with a partial relief of stres:c; from variou:c; regions. 
At FiK. 7 (instant 4), the specimen :c;till carries about 115 of the maximum 
load, although it is heavily cracked and nearly all uncracked interfaces are 
relieved from stress. Finally, Fig. 8 (instant 5). which corre:c;ponds to a 
state at which the displacement I\' is about ~ix times the di~placement at 
maximum load, shows the fracture process zone in the final stage of 
fracture. The boundaries of this zone, approximately marked by the solid 
curves, indicate that the width of the zone is approximately three times the 
maximum aggregate size. This agrees with the a:c;sumption made previ
ou:c;ly in the formulation of the crack band model (8a~ant and Oh 1983). 
Note also that a single continuous crack ha:c; not yet formed at this large 
deformation. 

As we see from Fig:c;. 4-8, the present model yields quite a realistic 
picture of cracking in concrete. Since each individual aggregate piece mu:c;t 
be modeled, the present model seems too complicated for large structures. 
It nevertheless appears to be adequate for stlldie~ of fracture region~ of 
structures. Such studies have previou:c;ly been carried out by finite ele
ment:c;; see, e.g., the works of Wittmann and Roelfstra (1984, 1985), in 
which each aggregate piece as well as the mortar matrix were subdivided 
hy numerous finite elements. and crack formation between adjacent 
elements wm; analyzed. These previous approaches might be more realistic 
in their simulation of the microstructure; however, they require a vastly 
ireater amount of computer time. The computer time requirements of such 
model:c; would hecome particularly prohihitive in a generalization to three 
dimensions. A three-dimensional generalization of the pre:c;ent model, 
u:c;ing, e.g., spherical rigid particles, would doubtles:c; be much less de
manding for computer memory and time. 

On the other hand. the present limited slUdy does not prove that 
exclusion of interface shear damage and frictional :c;lip would be acceptable 
for all situations. Damage criteria involving a combination of normal and 
tanaential interface forces might be required in other cases. Yet, the 
present formulation does not ignore such phenomena altogether; overall 
~rictional resistance on some macro:c;copic slip plane is modeled by 
Interface normal forces inclined with respect to this plane. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. For the simulation of ten:c;ile fracture, brittle cementitiolls aggregate 
composites such as concrete may be modeled as a system of randomly 
arran.ed rigid particlc:c; interconnected by brittle interface layers. For the 
sake of simplicity, all deformations may be lumped into the center of each 
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interface layer, and the intelface layer cracking may he hased on a strength 
criterion for the normal interface force component. 

2. The interface centers of each randomly generated part icle need not lie 
on one circle, and thus the interfaces may define an irregularly shaped 
particle. 

3. The model yields realistic load-displacement diagrams for fracturing 
specimens; it exhibits progressive softening, characterized by a steep 
initial decline followed by a long tail. 

4. The simulation indicates that the width of the cracking zone (fracture 
process zone) is about three maximum aggregate sizes, which agrees with 
the assumption previously made in the blunt crack band model (Rodriguez
Ortiz 1974). 

5. The fact that the model seems to yield realistic results confirms that 
the essential aspect of fracture should be the formation of discrete cracks 
in the thin interface layers of mortar between adjacent aggregate pieces. 
The detail of the distribution of microcracks throughout the matrix and the 
interface layers seems unimportant, as docs the distribution of stresses 
throughout the aggregate pieces and Ihe mortar matrix. 
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